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Read the math story. Make a simple math drawing with labels. Circle 10 and soive

/ — —a

4>

‘F N

L
— — atat’ ‘F—

— -—--a —-a -m(
ihavelOand3more. 4>
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That makes 13
animals!

4
I can make ten by adding 8
and 2, I can make one group
with S and 2, just like we put
a string around them in
class!

——-‘F

Maddy caught 1 animals.

EUREKA
MATW

Lesson 1: solve word orohiems with three addends, cwo of which make ten. 1

Maddy goes to the pond and catches S bugs, 3 frogs, and 2 tadpoles.
How many animals did she catch altogether?

— —
—

tt.

i0ssucha
friendly number

V
I/

2 1f

F),
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Circlethe numbers that make ten.

1+3+7

I can rearrange the
numbers to show the
make ten strategy!

When I add amounts
in different orders,
get the same total.

k

xxxx

—rawagroupof
3 and 7 first because I

‘ know they make ten.
I can circle the group
of ten just like we did
with the string.

4Th
2. (Circle,)the numbers that make ten, and put them into a number bond. Write a new number sentence.

(10 )
33fr13 3+10=13

I can draw a number bond f e is my new number)
to show how I will make I j sentence. 10 and 3
romonumbers. equalsi3.

2 tesson 2: use the associative and commutative propertiec to make ten with
three addends.

EUREKA
MATW

1. Draw a picture. Complete the number sentence.

4 4/
I can complete the new number
sentence that shows how I just
made ten. Both number sentences
have the same total, 14.

}

C 2515 Great Meds eereka-esath.erg
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f \
Draw, label, andirclto show how you made ten to help you solve.
Complete the number sentences

1. Todd has 9 raisins, and Jenny has 3. How many raisins do they
have altogether

,.,,

Vmo6cgapattern! Il Every time I make 10 today,
the other addend is left with There are 16 children in all.I 1 less. 7 becomes 6,

EUREKA
MATH

[esson 3: Make ten when one addend sq.

3/-
j I can make ten by putting

1 of Jenny’s raisins in
Todd s pile lodd’s pile had
9 raisms, but now t has 10.
When I make 10 with
Todd’s 9 raisins and I of
Jenny’s raisins, there are 2
raisins left in Jenny’s pile.

—1
__/ /

**

I can draw 9 filled-in 9 and 3 equals
circles to show how

‘

many raisins Todd has 1 10 and equals 12 , Look! 9 and 3 is the
and 3 open circles to same as 10 and 2.
show how many raisins j Todd and Jenny have raisins altogether. They both make 12
Jennyhas.

2. Thei e dre 7 children sitting on the rug and 9 children standing. How many children are there in all?

——a,,,.
R 3

Th
I can label my drawings, R for
Ujjgfl and S for “standing.”

9+ 1 =

10 + 6 16
“—

Making ten is more efficient
I thancountingon7toadd!

02015 Great Mir,th. el/eka-rnad.rg
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1. Solve. Make math drawings using the ten-frame to show how you made 10 to solve.

• N’

3. Show how the expressions are equal.

Use number bonds to make ten in the 9 + fact expression within the true number sentence. Dra
w to

show the total.

--
-

9 needs 1 more to make ten! My number
bond helps me to see that when I take 1
from 7 to make ten, the other number is 1
less. 10 -- 6 is easy to solve! j

4 Lesson 4: Make ten when one addend is 9. EUREKA
MATH

8+9=JL 10 + 7 1

‘
f/_

71.1

cc e•
2. Match the number sentences to the bonds you used to help you

make ten.

9+3=

=9+5

I can draw 9 circles first.
Then, I can draw 8 filled-rn
circles. I can make a ten! It
has a frame around it. That’s

k why we call it a ten-frame!

I I can break 3 apart into 1
and 2. lknowthat9 and
imaketen! 9+3isthe
sameasl0+2.

10 + 6 = 9 + 7

I \ (6’
‘\) \_)

—••‘

t__•,

i
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$

I

0+7isequalto
10 + 6, but when I draw
my number bond, a’s
much easier to solve
when one part is 10.

—

I When I make number bonds with
ten as one part, I can solve quickly,
because 10 is a friendly number
and I know my 10 + facts!

::‘
soesa

I a

Count Make
on ten Number

bond

I can use the make ten strategy to solve
quickly. It would take too long to count on 6.

94-2- 1’ -....

____

“ It’s easy for me to count on 2 to solve.

WREKA
MATW

LessonS: Compare efficiency of counting on and making ten when one
addend a 9

5

Solve the number sentences. Use number bonds to show your thinking,
Write the 10 ± fact and new number bond.

9f7— +

Solve. Match the number sentence to the 10 4- number bond

9+4= 4 9+9= !

I

n
s_

V

2. Use an efficrent strategy to solve the number sentences.

6±9=

(G201S Great h’mds emefra math ttg
Ct Mi-HWH-13,G-tJlZOlh



1. Solve. Use your number bonds. Draw a line to match the related facts. Write the related 10 + fact.

I don’t always have to start with the I
first number when I’m adding, as long I

I
as I add all of the parts I can start

2. Complete the addition sentences to make them true. or 9.
Either way my total is 13.

15 =9±6 4
I know that if the total is 19 and one part s

1 10, then the other part must be 9.

l0and9makel9. 9andl0makel9,too!
—----

3. Find and color the expression that is equal to the expression on the snowman’s hat. Write the true

To solve 6 ± 9, I like to make ten with the 9. I
can imagine breaking apart the 6 into 5 and 1
since 9 needs 1 to make ten!

6 Lesson 6: Use the commutative property to make ten, EUREKA
MATH

9 + 4 13

17 =8±9

9 ± 8 =

4 + 9 = 13

10+ = 19
10 + 7 = 17

number sentence.

10+3= 0±9

2015 Geat Mmds eureka.rnathorg
61-M1-HWH i.3.C-J7.lO15



Draw, label, and circl)to show how you made ten to help you solve. Write the number sentences you usedto solve

John has 8 tennis balls Toni has 5 How many tennis balls do they have in all?

# .
/

I can make ten with 8 by taking 2 from the group of When make ten, have 3 left. I can make
I’ll draw a circle around it to show my group often. anew number sentence, 1O+3t= 13.

8 + 3 =

John and Toni have J tennis balls in all.

H18±5=l3andlO±3=13,thenl
knowthat8 + 5 is the same as 10 + 3.

Lesson 7’ Make ter when one addend aS.
7MATH

u2015 Great Merir. eureka rna org
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1. Solve. Make math drawings using the ten-frame to show how you made ten to solve.

8+8 = 16

/\
2 6

A
needmake
ten. So I broke
apart the second 8
2and&

Ii + 6 16

r ;U*
I made ten first in my

I C )•• I N drawing. The ten is

I
-

i framed! My picture shows
— —— — a new expression, 10 + 6. j

- When I have 8 as one

7io + 4 6 + 8 N addend,lwillalwaysbreak
apart the second addend

F \ with 2 as one of the parts!
4 2 showImaketen!

i / I
jJc/NJ IWWWWW \JJ J\J

(___ I
I

My picture shows the 7 in twes,
because I have broken apart 7 into 2 and
5. My number bond shows this!

8 iesson8: EUREKA
MATH

2. Make math drawings using ten-frames to solve.(Crche true number sentences. Write an X to show

number sentences that are not true,
“ —j’

410

)

Make ten when one addend i 8.

(2OI5 Creat Mmds eureka math era
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1. Use number bonds to show your thinking. Write the 10 + fact.

7±8= fC
‘p

I =10±

if solve 8 + 7 by counting on, it will take awhile. I can
ten wh8 I

(I)
10+4=i7\JJ

jJ /N
) \
I ___)

ff

I can solve more
efficiently when I use
my 10 ± facts. This
number bond was
faster to complete.

Ben has 8 green grapes and
3 purple grapes. How many
grapes does he have?

It was more efficient for
me to count on here. I just
thought Eiiight. 9, 10, 11

I like to use the make ten
strategy when the second
addend is more than 3
like in 8 + 5. 1 can break
apart S to make an easier
nroblem, 10 ± 3
‘I

EUREKA
MATH

Lesson 9: Compare effidency of counting on and making ten when one
aduend is 8.

:2015 Gre Mnd ereka-rnath.crg
G1M1 eWH-1.3.G-GilOis

9

2. Complete the addition sentences and the number bonds.
/
(6

14 = + 8 /
Lr
-

3, Draw a line to the matching number sentence. You may use a number bond or 5group drawing to
help you.

13=8+S 11=10±1

2 ;JKE. 8±i6

10 + 3 = 13



/10

-N 3)

14)

2. Complete the number sentences so they equal the given number bond.

13 =9-r6

8+ 7 =15

15 =7+ 8

Since 9 ± 6 15 and 10 + S = 15,
I can say the true number sentence:

9 + 6 = 10 + 5.

10 Lesson 10: So!vc problems with addends of 7, 8, and 9. EUREKA
MATH

1. Solve. Match the number sentence to the ten-plus number bond that helped you solve the problem.

Write the ten-plus number sentence.

8+9= IY

7 1

7+6= 13

3 3

6+8= 14

o + <For7t6,lcanmaketenwith
‘N 7 because it’s only 3 away from

ten. lhavetogetthe3outof
6. I know 10 + 3 in a snap!

.Th
For 8 + 9, since 9 is one
addend, I can get the 1 out
of the other addend! I
broke the 8 apart into 7
and I to make ten with 9.

02015 Gre,t i.5ds urek, mathrg
Gi MI4IWH-L3 G07.ZG15



Look at the student work. Correct the work, If the answer is incorrect, show a correct solution in the spacebelow the student work.

Jeremy had 7 big rocks and 8 little rocks in his pocket. How many rocks does Jeremy have?

Joe’s Work

)

8 + 7 = 16

EUREKA
MATH

i.esson 11: Share and critique peer solution vi ategTes for put together with totalunknown word problems. ii

10 ± 5 = 15

Pranav’s Work

N
7 7I’ Pranav drew the rocks inI neat 5 groups. His strate
I was to make 10 from 8 byI breaking 7 into 5 and 2. He
made a frame to show 10.

Mia’s Work

_7, _1/1” —1,

/7
_/7 \
Mia used the make ten strategy AXXXX
and drew a number bond to v v

f”break apart 7 into 5 and 2. She
circled 8 and 2 because they
make ten!

-

—

( Joe drew nice 5groups at first, but I think he
lost track of his count. His picture shows
that 7 can be broken apart into 2 and 6.
That’s not possiblef I can correct this by

breaking apa 7 into 5 and 2 like Mia! J

0201s Gre,,t MrOs. ,,e,a-meh og
G1-MiHW 1 3.0-072015



1. Make a simple math drawing. Cross off from the 10 ones or the other part in
order to show what

happens in the story.

Bill has 16 grapes. 10 are on the vine, and 6 are on the ground.

Bill eats 9 grapes from the vine. How many grapes does Bill have left?
—.-——

—

ooooo o :piere

I > are 10 grapes on the vine. I

I — can take away9grapesfrom
te ten ai at once.

There is I left from the 10
and 6 left from the other
part. He still has 7 grapes!

f

N This 10 representsthe
carrots on her plate.

I I’ll draw 10 circles.

110
J 1/

12 Y
j21

12 Lesson 12: Solve word problems with subtraction of 9 from 10. EUREKA
MATH

Bill has 7 grapes left.

2 Use the number bond to fill in the math story. Make a simple math drawing. Cro
ss off from the 10 ones

or the other part in order to show what happens.

LThe number bondhas 12 in the total,
so she must have
had 12 carrots. Naya has 12 carrots

10 are on her plate, and 2 are in the bag.

She ate 9 of the carrots on her plate.

Math drawing:

p QGee-eeeo
BOO

How many carrots does she have now?

Naya has 3 carrots now.

c2515 Great %Geds. eerek-matherg
61 M1-1-IWH-L3O-672015



3. Use the number bond below to come up with your own math story Include a simple math drawing
Cross out from 10 ones to si ow wha happens.

I can tell a story that matches this number bond:
“There are 12 friends in my karate class. 10 are
girls. 2 are boys 9 of the girls left. How many
friends are still there?”

•10’ Math drawing.
12

“F’

r
There were 12 friends at first, > Number Sentence:
and then 9 left, so my number 1’”
sentenceis 12—9 = 3.

— .—

Statement:My statement is a “word -,

sentence” to answer the 4 i The 4 y t I hora
question, “How many
friends are still there2”

EUREKA Lesson 12: sokw word protems w’th subtractinn of from to. 13MATW
(02015 Great Maids eo ala-math erg
01 MI-HMO-I 30-072015



1. Solve. Use 5-group rows, and cross out to show your work. Write number sentences.

10 ducks are in the pond, and 7 ducks are on the land. 9 of the ducks in the pond are babies, and all the

rest of the ducks are adults. How many adult ducks are there?

I can make 5-group rows to
show the parts from my

I number bond, 10 and 7.

- _\ F
/ I I can cross off 9 circles from the I

1 10 because those stand for the I
‘ducksinthd.J

•••••

2. Complete the number bond, and fill in the math story. Use 5-group rows, and cross out to show your

work. Write number sentences

There were 10 pigs lying in the mud and 6 pigs eating by the trough outside. 9 of the muddy pigs

went inside the barn. How many pigs stayed outside?

I can always take away 9 from the ten.
That leaves me with 1, which I can add
to the other part, so 1 ± 6 = 7. That
means 16 — 9 = 7. j

16 9 = 7

There are 7 pigs outside.

14 Lesson 13: Solve word problems with subtraction of 9 from 10. EUREKA
MATH

There are 8 adult ducks.

L
My number bond shows how
many pigs were outside in
the beginning of the story. j

c2r1 Great M—td: eueka-rarh org
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Draw and crcle 10, Subtract and make a number bond

17—9=

\ I

can break apa 17 into 10 and
N 7, 1 can take 9 from the ten! It’s

called the take from ten strategy!
Then,land7make8.

2. Complete the number bond, and write the number sentence that helped you.

(;N,

Nz/)

Lesson 14: Mode’ subtracUon of 9 from teen pur 15
MATH

C 2Oi’ Great MedC •ueka math org
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I
1. Write the number sentence for each S-group row drawing.

I know that 15 s made of
10 and 5. When take
9 from 10, I can see have
6 circles left. j

Q-k O-Q-k)— -

2. Draw S-groups to complete the number bond, and write the 9-number sentence.

I can think of 14 as 10 and 4. I
can take 9 from the ten inside
the frame. There is 1 left in the
therside,

3. Draw S-groups to show making ten and taking from ten to solve the two number sentences.

Make a number bond, and write two additional number sentences that would have this number bond.

16

16 — 7 9

Lesson 15. Model subtraction of 9 from teen numbers.

16 — 7 9

EUREKA
MATW

14 9 5

S + 5 14

7+9

16

7

)0000

16 — 9

000OG

I can start with 9 and
make 10 by taking 1
from the 7. I know
that7+9= 10+6.

My number bond matches
my S-group drawing
When I cross out 9 circles,
I have 7 circles left. )

7 9 — 16

9 + 7 - 16

02015 0re: Moth. eoreka-ath org
01 Ml HWH 13.0-072015



1. Complete the subtraction sentences by using either the count on or take from ten strategy.
Tell which strategy you used.

Since 9 is so close to 11,
9 O j I can start at 9 and count take from ten

on niiine 10 H
counton

159 jtakefromten

ri count on\ N\ I can break 15 into 10 and 5.
Then I can take 9 from the
ten. 1+=6.

2. Shelley collected 12 rocks. She painted 9 of them How many of her rocks are not painted? Choose the
count on or take from ten strategy to solve.

9 1() 11 12 I chose this strategy:

9+3 12 ! Qtakefromten
0 counton

Lesson 16: R&ate counting on to making ten and takaig from ten. 17MATH
02015 Greet M nd5, eureka r
01-Mi HWH-1.3.0 02 2015



3. The bakery has 16 loaves of bread They cell 9 loaves before lunch How many loaves do they have left?

Choose the count on or take from ten strategy to solve.

LZZZJ
I chose this strategy:

0 take from ten

Q counton

4. Draw 5-groups to show making ten and taking from ten to solve the two number sentences. Make a

number bond, and write two additional number sentences that would have this number bond.

I can start with 9 and
make a group of 10.
I know that
7 + 9 = 10

My number bond matches
my 5-group drawing. When I
cross out 9 circles, I have
7 circles left.
-

16—7 -9

18 Lesson 16: Relate counting on to making ten and taking from ten. EUREKA
MATH

7+9=

..... cc
••••C) 0

16-9 =

I -00- —)0- 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
II

+ 6.

7 + 9 16 16- 7=9

20:5 Great MGtdt. eurekateath.org
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I can take away S trom the ten.
10—8=2. Then,icanadd2to

Lt:t part 7. 2and7 equak
1. Match the number sentence to the picture or to the number bond. _-

13—8= 17 10—8=2
“S
‘N
10 7 2±7

17-8= *******

2. Draw andcircle:10. Then subtract.

Kiera has 14 balls of clay. She gives 8 balls to her brother. How many balls of clay does Kiera keep?

I
j l cndheb&lsoftkyas

10 and 4. 1 can draw a line to take away
8frorntheten. lseethat2 +4 = 6

Kiera keeps 6 balls of clay.

Leccon 17: Model cuhtractinn of a from pipp nimbers. 19MATW
02025 Crat M,nos e,rck-ma’” 0-c
G1WI4IWH-1.3.0-07.2015



3. Use the picture to fi! in the math tnry Show a number sentence.

I can check this on my fingers. have I () fingers

CJ C) C) C) C) and 6 pretend fingers. When I take away 8

i., fingers from the ten, 2 are still up. I can add
them onto my 6 pretend fingers. Now I have 8.

Q

There were 6 forks on the Try itI Can you show how to solve

(The 5group drawing table. B forks were used for this problem with a number

shows a total of 16 1 dinner. How many forks were left bond?
forks. I know that 8
forks were used for L for dessert? 8 2
dinner because
that’showmanyare /. B

i crossed off I B fri. ks were ieft for dessert

20 lesson 17: Model subtraction of 8 from teen numbers. EUPEILA
MATH

02015 Ere,t Mrnds eurka-mth g
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Draw 5-group rows, and cross out to solve Write the 2 ± addition sentence that helped you add the
two parts.

Sam had 17 markers on his desk, He used 8 markers for his art project. How many markers does
Sam have left?

(can draw 5-group rows. 17 is
10 and 7. I can cross out 8 circles,
just like when I hide 8 fingers.
Now, I can see an addition
sentence in my picture 2 + 7 = 9.

My 5-group rows are Just like
10 real fingers and 7 pretend
fingers. I can draw a frame

I around the ten.

2. Show making ten or taking from ten to solve the number sentences

5+8= i3 13—8= j

iL

When I make ten with 8, 1 need to break
apart the other number so I can add 2
tothe8. 8 + 2 = 10. Then, I add on
the other part, so 10 + 3 = 13.

— — —

I Every time I take from
I ten with 8,ladd2tothe

LLzZzLJ

EUREKA
MATH

Lesson 18: Model subtraction of S from teen numbers 21

I Sam has) markers left.

- — -

-——

\___

©2011 Great Mmd eureka math.org
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-

I can use the number
1. Complete the subtracton sentence by using the take from ten strategy and

count on
path to count up by
st_J

[i 2 { 4 5 6 7 j B ? ioI 11 12 13 14 116 17 18 19 20j

13—8= E 8+ 13

A
‘ can stafl at 8 and hop 2 squares to

\ get to 10 and then hop 3 more to get
to 13. 2 + 3 = S. That’s just like
when I take from the ten!
8=2,and2+3=5

2. Choose the count on strategy or the take from ten strategy to solve.

8= 12

2\V8needs2to get to ten\ 12 is 10 + 2. I need 2 more to
‘ gettol2. lcanaddthe2lneed
to get to ten and the 2 I need to

22 Lesson 19: compare efficiency of counting on and taking from ten. EUREI(.A
MATH

6l15 Oreat M’eds. eurek-ath.org
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3. Use a number bond to show how you solved using the take from ten strategy.

Benny ate 8 apple slices If he started wfth 17, how many apple slices does he have left?

I

17—8= $

‘S

I 82

Benny has .: apple slices left.

4. Match the addition number sentence to the subtraction number sentence. Fill in the missing numbers.

I can start at9 on the

____

number path and hop 2
I squarestogettolOand
then 4 more hops and
.1riat14.2+4=b

fliP Ina Compaeeffb-iqrdcountmgmi and tdê’g Iro’n ten.

tass tatMrs ewMei,a

23

I

I

r

:: 8+ _l’_=lo

8+ =14

‘I

I



1. Complete the number sentences to make them true.

can think of the number path and
count on to make ten first. I can
magine starting at 8 and hopping
2 squares to get to ten. Then I can hop

1 4 more to get to 14. 2 and 4 make 6. 1
—-**—

--

I can use the take from ten
strategy with my fingers. 1
can drop 7 fingers, and I
have 3 fingers left. I’ll add
those to my 4 pretend
fingers. 3 ± 4 = 7

2. Read the math story. Use a drawing or a number bond to show how you know who is right.

Emma says that the expressions 16 — 7 and 17 — 8 are equal. Jordan says they are not equal.

Who is right?

Emma is right. 16—7= 9 17—8= 9

When I take from the ten in each
problem, I make easier number
sentences, 3 ± 6 = 9 and
2 + 7 = 9, Both expressions
equal 9, so Emma is right; the
expressions are equal!

10 7 - 3 10 - B 2
2 t7 -9

24 lesson 2O Subtract], 8, and 9 from teen numbers. EUREKA
MATH

14—8= 4

N
I can make a picture
in my mind. I can
take away 9 from ten
and then add 1 and 4.
1+4=5
—-

14—7= 7

4J

t2OI5 Gre,t Minds eurka-rnthorg
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i b v’

Jorda and Emma are trying to find several subtraction number sentences that start with numbers arger
than 10 and have an answer of 8. Help them figure out number sentences. They sta ted the. first one.

1 ;

— •0
(lflsubtractlfromthe
numbers,n17—9l’lihave
16—8. The difference
oesnft change; iFs still 8. j

wn
MATK

baa Subtract j 8,and 9 from tnn numbers 25

a
p

f ).). \

___———

I 1n17—9,rllhave
18—10. Thedifference

doesn’t change; it’s still 8:)

r2oasaev a.wamttauseaumnawss I



I: Strategies:

Jayla used a good
strategy, but she didn’t

- start at the correct
number 7. She should
have counted on 3 to

I get to 10 (see below).

3+6

is co!Hed
the total, 16, in S-group
rows. Then, he crossed I

out 7, Look, there are 3
and 6 more left!

—-
+__-1
11
lb

L. -

26 Lesson 21: Share and critique peer solution strategies for take from with result
unknown and take apart with addend unknown word problems from
the teens.

2015 G,t Mnds. eureka-rnathor
G1-M2-HWH 13.0-07.2015

EUREKA
MATH

Oscar and Jayla both solved the word problems.
Write the strategy used under their work.
Check their work. If incorrect, solve correctly.
If solved correctly, solve using a different strategy.

Take from 10
Make 10

‘ Count on
I just knew

There were 16 granola bars in the oven. 7 of them had nuts.
The rest were nut free. How many granola bars were nut free?

Oscar’s Work Jayla’s Work



44 4 ‘5

a Strategy. 70 f ii b Strateg 44s r r

+3
4

- I
— !fl
f IC

Et] JO ‘

3

iThe make 10 strate can
be used to solve too. 7
needs3tomaket0 10
needs6tomakel6. 1

3+6=9

EUREtA Lesson 21: Share and critique peer solution strategies for rokefrorr with result 27
MATH unknown and toke uport with odriend unknown word problems from

tne teens,
2015 Great GGedr eureka me k.urg
01 fell HWH-1,3.O-k7.2e15



Read the problem. Draw and label. Write a number sentence and a statement that matches the story.

Remember to draw a box around your solution in the number sentence.

Lee has lb pencils. 7 of the pencils are red, and the rest are green. How many green pencils does Lee have?

I can draw 16 circles in S-group rows for
the 16 pencils. I can circle 7 circles and
label this part r because there are 7 red
pencils. I can circle the part that is left and
label this g because the rest of the pencils
are green. I can quickly see the part
labeled g is 9. There are 9 green pencils.

1 can subtract 7 from 16 to get the answer. My number
sentence is 16 — 7 = 9. I put a box around 9 because
that was the number I did not know in the story.

I also could write 7 ± 9 = 16. That’s another way to
solve the problem. I would put a box around 9 since
that’s the unknown number in the story.

N

9 of the pencils are green. My statement to answer the question is
“9 of the pencils are green.” __J

28 Lesson 22: Solve put together/take aport with addend unknown word problems, and
relate counting on to the take from ten strategy

EUREKA
MATH
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Read the problem. Draw and label. Write a number sentence and a statement that matches the story

Sue drew 8 triangles on Monday and some more tr angles on Tuesday. Sue drew 14 triangles n total How
many triangles did Sue draw on Tuesday?

—-- I

ficandraw
N1

8 triangles first.
Those are the
ones Sue drew
on Monday. I
can write M to
lthj

Let me circle

7 -

My number sentence is
8 + 6 14. I put a box
around 6 because that was
the number I did not know
in the story.

I could write 14 8 = 6
since that’s another way to
get the answer. I would still
put a box around the 6.

EUREKA
MATH

Lesson 23: Solvo add to with change unknown problems, relating varied addition
and subtr action strategies.

2

lit I 7 7

\ /7!7 N’ TheT stands forThen I will keep drawing triangles until I have 14 1 Tuesday. I can
triangles. I need 2 more triangles to make 10, and \ color them in so Ii then I will draw 4 more to make 14 triangles. That’s i can tell which
ales that Sue drew on Tuesday, J triangles I added.

8 V

This is my
I statement. It
answers the

I question in the
problem.

I
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Read the problem. Draw and label. Write a number sentence and a statement that match the story.

There were 14 pencils on the table. Some students borrowed pencils. There were 9 pencils left on the table.

How many pencils did the students borrow?

4-
I The b stands for
borrowed.
These are

nts

IN

ill!

\\\\_______ -

14 circles for the 14 pencils. Then I can circle 9 of them.

These are the 9 pencils left on the table. The rest are the pencils the

students borrowed, so there are 5 pencils that students borrowed. I

can circle that part too. This makes it easier to see both parts.

My number sentence is
14 5 = 9. That shows
that there were 14 pencils
and S were borrowed,
leaving 9 pencils left on the
table. I could have said
9+5 14or14—9 = 5.
Those would be correct,
too. That’s why it’s
important to put the
rectangle around my answer
in the number sentence.

My statement to answer the
question will be “5 pencils
were borrowed.”

30 Lesson 24: Strategize to solve take from with change unknown problems. EUREKA
MATH

oooo

I
14- 9

S pencils were borrowed.
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Equation

9- 1=5+

2 Lola and Charlie are using expression cards to make true number sentences.
Use pictures and words to show who is right.
Charlie picked 11 — 8, and Lola picked 2 + 1. Charlie says these expressions are not equal,
but Lola disagrees. Who is right? Use a picture to explain your thinking

%J;:xssio::
to be the same amount. I / /
can solve 11 — 8 using the /take from ten strategy.
10 — 8 2, and then I

I add back the extra 1 from
11. 2÷1=3, so

3 i,-—.

...._—‘ 2 + 1 is easy. That’s 3.
Sincell—8=3and

expressions are equal.
8 2 Lola is right.

‘—-———- _____/

3. The following addition number sentence is FALSE Change one number in eacE problem to make a TRUEnumber sentence and rewrite the number sentence.

1 10+5=15 But8+6=14.lcan
changethe8toa9since
9+6=15,justlikel0+5

I could change the 5 to a 4 to make
10±4 = 8 ± 6iflwanted. That would
beanoth&truenumbersentenJ

EUREKA
MATH

Lesson 25: Ssrategize and appiy understanding of the equai sign to soive eqtavalent
expressions. 31

1. Circle “trueS’ or ‘faise.”

True or False?

True A False

The two equations have to
be the same amount.
9+110
9±4=9
They are not the same I
need to circle fa/se.

10 ± 5 8 ± 6

5 2015 Greet Mth eureka-math og
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1. Circle ten. Write the number, How many tens and ones?

This group of coins is a set of 10 1 will circle it.

“‘- There are only 4 other coins, so 1 do not have

I enough to make another ten. That’s 1 ten and

32 Lesson 26: Identify 1 ten as a unit by renaming representations of 10. EUREKA
MATW

10
14 is the same as I ten and 4 ones.

2. Use the Hide Zero pictures to draw the ten and ones shown on the cards.

I
10

made of 10 and 7. I can show 10 on the

longer card and 7 on the short card. I need to

draw 10 dots on the line, or stick. That shows

I have a full set often. Then I need to draw 7

C dots next to it for the other 7. J

52015 Great Minds. erek-r,athrg
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3. Draw using 5-group columns to show trie tens and ones.

This is like the problem above. Let
me count the pigs.... Hmm, there
are 12 pigs. I’ll add the dots to my

I line, or stick, first. There should be
• 10 on this smce the line reminds us

we have 1 full set of 10 to make 1
ten, Then I have to draw 2 mrne

• because 12 is 2 more than 10.
That’s I ten and 2 unes,

tenand3 ones

4 Draw your own examples using 5 group columns to show the tens and ones.

13

13 is the same as I ten and 3 ones.

N

N.

I can line up 10 dots in a row. Then I put a lineI through them to show they are one ten. I need 13 1
altogether. I can draw 3 more dots in a new column. II 13 is the same aslten and3 ones.

Lesson 26: dentify 1 ten as a unrt by renaming represntanon of lo. 33MATW
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1. Solve the problems. Write the answers to show how many tens and ones. if there is only one ten, cross

off the “s,”

How many more do I need to

8+6= gettol0from8? 2. When I
use 2 from the 6, still have

Since it’s just 1 ten, I
can cross of the “s.”

t tent
I to add 4 more. That’s 1 ten

and ones I and 4 ones to make 14.

14 — 8 = 6This time I leave the
“s.” We say 0 tens. will have 2 and 4 left 2 ± 4 = 6 1

0 tens and 6 ones

2. Read the word problem. Draw and label, Write a number sentence and statement that matches the

story. Rewrite your answer to show its tens and ones. If there is only 1 ten, cross of the “s.”

Jack sees 5 birds on the birdhouse and 15 birds in the tree. How many birds does Jack see?

raw15 circles for the birds in the tree and5 more circles

he birds on the birdhotogether, there are 20 birds.

••••• 00000 00000 00000
hstandsforbdsonthebirdhouse.

tandsforbirdsinthetree.

20 is made of 2 tens with15 t 5

LhesZawij

esleftover.
There are 20 birds

2 tens and 0 ones

34 lesson 27: Solve addition and subtraction problems decomposing and composing EUREKA
teen numbers as 1 ten and some ones.
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1. Solve the problems. Write your answers to show how many tens and ones.

+ =

± r —

/ — J
— — —

9 needs I more to make a ten. Then I need to add S more.
j 10 + S = 15. That’s 1 ten and S ones.

2. Solve. Wnte the two number sentences for each step to show how you make a ten.

Ani had 9 flowers. She picks S new flowers. How many flowers does Am have?

9 + 4 = 14

) ± I — 10

0 + I = 14

L
9 needs 1 more to make 10.

9+1=10
Since I took the 1 from 5, 1
have to add4more.

10+4=14
\____________J

Lesson 2& Solve addition problems usng ten as a uret, and wre two-seep solutions 35MATW
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Solve the problems. Write your answers to show how many tens and ones.

Show your solution in two steps:

Step 1: Write one number sentence to subtract from ten.

Step 2: Write one number sentence to add the remaining parts.

i;

I l5ismadeofl0and5. I
can take 9 from 10 quickly, I
1O—91

+ =

N1 Thenlcanaddltothe5l
n’t touch. 1+5=6

36 .esson 29: Solve subtrac5on problems using ten as a unit, and write EUREI(A
two step solutions.
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